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Introduction

The low radiation levels (16 Gy at R=5 m over 10 years of the HL-LHC) on the rim of the NSW

gave the opportunity to utilize commercial devices for the trigger electronics. To transfer the

high amount of trigger data and to performmultiple calculations on the coincidence logic, FPGAs

and high bandwidth serial links at 4.8 Gbps over long twinaxial cables (up to 6 m) were utilized.

The FPGA transceivers require an extra low jitter reference clock to ensure the signal integrity

of the transmitting data. In addition repeater chips were used to boost the signal over the long

cables.

Description

Initially the GBTX E-Link clockswere used as reference clock but it proved to be marginal during

the data integrity tests. For this purpose a new clock distribution scheme was redesigned to

deliver the clock to the 288 trigger boards of the NSW over about 100 m fiber cables but also

to sustain the E-Link clocks as a selectable option. This scheme is based on the Si5345 jitter

cleaner by Silicon labs and a series of fanout network.

Figure 1. Clock distribution for the NSW trigger electronics.

Materials and methods

The overall scheme can be divided into two categories: the on-detector electronics (rim-L1DDC)

comprised mainly of radiation tolerant components and the of detector electronics housed in

the USA15 and utilise only COTS components (ALTI, FELIX and clock distributor board).

Clock distributor:

A Clock and Data Recovery circuit from Analog Devices (Part No: AD2814).

A 1:4 fanout buffer from Silicon Labs with Ultra-low additive jitter 50 fs additive jitter (Part

No: Si53306).

4 jitter cleaners by Silicon Labs (Part No: Si5345).

Rim-L1DDC board:

1:2 and 2:12 fanout buffers from Texas Instruments with less than 300 fs additive jitter (Part

No: CDCLVD2102RGTT and CDCLVD1212RHAT respectively).

4:1 fanout buffer from IDTwith less than 65 fs additive jitter (Part No: 854S057BGILF).

The 854S057BGILF 4:1 and CDCLVD1204 2:4 fanout chips were evaluated under radiation in

NSCR Demokritos with a total dose of 6.54E+10 n/cm2 and 1.28E+11 n/cm2 respectively. The

CDCLVD1204 was also tested at Co60 facility at CERN with a TID of 670 Gy.

The clock distributor board

The clock distributor board is a VME 16U that has a selectable input clock (by 0 Ohm resistors)

that can be either a ST fiber or LVDS signal via SMAconnectors. In total two boardswill be used,

one for each wheel, providing in total 64 clocks. Specific layout rules rules (specific component

placement, shielding differential pairs on the internal layers, utilize dedicated LDOs for each

channel, use of low ESR capacitors) and passive filtering were added to reduce any potential

noise that can have an impact on the output jitter. The on-board chips can be reconfigured with

an Ethernet to I2C module at 10 Mbps bandwidth.

Figure 2. The clock distributor board.

Results 1

The high speed serial links were evaluated with the eye diagram on the FPGA using the Xilinx

IBERT IP cores. During the test zero 0 errors observed and the BER achieved was 10E-15.

Figure 3. Eye diagram of the 4.8 Gbps link over 5 m twinaxial cables measured inside the FPGA with the IBERT IP

core. Open area: 6816, open UI %: 54.55.

The 4.8 Gbps serial links were assessed also with the eye diagram by using a high bandwidth

oscilloscope.

Figure 4. Eye diagram of the 4.8 Gbps link over 8 m twinaxial cables measured with an oscilloscope. As reference

clock was used the direct clock.

The whole scheme was evaluated by using the clock distributor with a Si5345 evaluation board

as a clock source over the LVDS input and 110 m fiber cable. The output of the rim-L1DDC

board was driven to a signal source analyzer in order measure the phase noise jitter which was

less than 1 ps with an integrated bandwidth from 1 kHz to 30 MHz. Xilinx provides the phase

noise mask (7 series GTX/GTH/GTP transceivers) for 156.25 MHz so a correction factor to the

mask point according to the equation shown was applied.

PhaseNoiseAt(X)MHz = PhaseNoPhaseNoiseAt(Y )MHz + 20 × log
X

Y

Figure 5. Phase noise jitter of the dedicated and GBTX clocks compared to Xilinx’s phase noise mask

Conclusion

The newdistribution scheme can achieve amaximum of 1 ps jittermeasured at the output of the

rim-L1DDC board and the phase noise remains in general bellow the mask provided by Xilinx.

IBERT tests with a BER of 10E-15 and 0 errors but also oscilloscope measurements on the high

serial links proved that the new scheme canwork reliably. Finally, the boardwas evaluated using

actual data, with the final NSW electronics and infrastructure during the integration tests.
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